2 . We prove a new localmove-identity for the Z[t, t
Introduction and main results
Suppose that three 1-dimensional links L + , L − , and L 0 ⊂ S 4 differ only in a 3-ball B as shown below.
It is very well-known that then we have the identity ( * ) In [21, Theorem 4 .1] we showed a 2-link version of the identity ( * ). We cite it after we state its corollary and an example. We strength it and obtain a main result of this paper, Theorem 4.4, cited in several paragraphs.
The corollary is as follows: Suppose that two 2-dimensional spherical knots, K + and K − , ⊂ S 4 and a submanifold K 0 ⊂ S 4 differ only in a 4-ball B trivially embedded in S there is a polynomial ∆ ν,K * (t)( * = +, −, 0 and ν = 1, 2) which represents the Q[t, t −1 ]-ν-Alexander polynomial for K * , and we have the identity ∆ ν,L + (t) − ∆ ν,L − (t) = (t − 1) · ∆ ν,L 0 (t).
K + in Figure 1 .1, K − in Figure 1 .3, and K 0 in Figure 1 .5 are constructed as follows: Embed F = (S 1 × S 2 )−openB 3 in S 4 . The boundary of F in S 4 is a 2-knot. Let it be a trivial 2-knot K + as drawn in Figure 1 .1. Carry out a 'local-move' on the 2-knot K + in a 4-ball, which is denoted by a dotted circle in Figure 1 .2. This local-move is called the (1,2)-pass-move (see §2 for the precise definition). Note that the above operation is done only in the 4-ball. The (1,2)-pass-move changes the trivial 2-knot in Figure 1 .1 (resp. 1.2) into a 2-knot in Figure 1 .3. We can prove that the knot in Figure 1 .3 is nontrivial by using Seifert matrices and the Alexander polynomial. We use the fact that S 1 and S 2 can be 'linked' in S 4 . Note that S 1 and S 2 are included in F as shown in Figure  1 In [21, Proposition 4.3] we proved that we cannot normalize the Alexander polynomials to be compatible with this local-move-identity.
In [11, 12, 13, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] , furthermore, we proved several relations between local-moves on n-knots and their invariants (n ∈ N).
We state one of our main results, Theorem 4.4, whose Q[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial case is [21, Theorem 4.1] . The former is stronger than the latter because the former does not follow from the latter directly (see Propositions 4.3 and 4.5). Furthermore we prove a high dimensional analogue of this main theorem (see Theorem 6.3 quoted in this section.) Theorem 6.3 is as follows. The terms and definitions needed for it are in the body of the paper. In the 2-dimensional case we cannot normalize the Z[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial to be compatible with the local-move-identity as we explained a few paragraphs before, but in a case of (4k + 1)-dimensional case we can define the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial (see Definition 6.1 and Theorem 6.2) associated with a local-move defined in §5.
Theorem 6.3. Let K + be a (4k + 1)-knot ⊂ S 4k+3 . Let (K + , K − , K 0 ) be a twist-movetriple. Then∆
2 ) ·∆ K 0 (t), where∆ K (t) denotes the normalized Alexander polynomial of K.
In the 1-dimensional case we have the following fact ( [6] ): Let L be a 2-component 1-link. Let∆ L (t) be the normalized Alexander polynomial of L. Then∆
is the linking number of L. Let K + , K − , and K 0 be as in the first paragraph of this section.
Let K + be a 1-knot. Then K 0 is a 2-component 1-link and∆
is the linking number of K 0 . In §4 we prove a 2-dimensional analogue of this result: we show a relation between the Z[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial of 2-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds ⊂ S 4 and the alinking number (Theorems 4.8 and 4.13). In §6 furthermore we prove some high dimensional analogues (Theorem 6.7 and Corollary 6.8). We cite the above theorems here. The terms and definitions needed for them are in the body of the paper.
is the pseudo-alinking number of L, where | | denotes the absolute value.
whose homotopy type is S 2k × S 2k+1 . Let∆ K (t) be the normalized Alexander polynomial of K. Then the pseudo-twinkling number of K iŝ
be a twist-movetriple. Then the pseudo-twinkling number of K 0 iŝ The local-move which associates the identity ( * ) in the first paragraph in §1 is very easy as drawn there. In high dimensional case we must begin by explaining what kind of local-moves we use. We review the (1,2)-pass-move on 2-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds ⊂ S 4 , which are defined in [19] . We work in the smooth category. A (not necessarily connected) 2-dimensional smooth, closed oriented submanifold L ⊂ S 4 is called an m-component 2-(dimensional) (spherical) link if L consists of m connected components and each connected component is a 2-sphere. If L is 1-component 2-link, then L is called a (spherical) 2-knot. We say that (not necessarily connected) 2-dimensional smooth, closed, oriented submanifolds L 1 and L 2 ⊂ S 4 are equivalent if there exists an orientation preserving diffeomorphism f :
can be regarded as an order and orientation preserving diffeomorphism map.
The (1,2)-pass-move is a local-move. Here, 'local-move' means that when we make K + into K − (resp. K − into K 0 , K 0 into K − ) vice versa in Definition 2.1, we make a change only in B and that we do not any requirement on diffeomorphism type or homeomorphism type of K + (resp. K − , K 0 ) other than the change only in B 
′′ by a sequence of (1,2)-pass-moves, we say that L is (1, 2)-pass-move-equivalent to L ′′ . t=-0.5 t=0 t=0.5 
, where ∐ denotes the disjoint union. B ∩ L + has the following properties: B t ∩ L + is empty for −1 ≦ t < 0 and 0.5
] to have the corner in B 0 and in B 0.5 . Strictly to say, B ∩ L + in B is a smooth embedding which is obtained by making the corner smooth naturally.)
B ∩L − has the following properties: B t ∩L − is empty for −1 ≦ t < −0.5 and 0 < t ≦ 1. Figure 2 .1 (resp. 2.2) there are an oriented cylinder S 1 × [0, 1] and two oriented discs D 2 . We do not make any assumption about the orientation of the cylinder. We suppose that each arrow − → x , − → y in Figure 2 .1 (resp. 2.2) is a tangent vector of each disc at a point. (Note we use the same notations − → x (resp. − → y ) for different arrows.) The orientation of each disc in Figure 2 .1 (resp. 2.2) is determined by the each set { − → x , − → y }.
The orientation of B ∩ L + (resp. B ∩ L − ) coincides with that of the cylinder and that of the disc. We can suppose that there is a Seifert hypersurface V such that V ∩ B is
B ∩ L 0 is a disjoint union of two 2-discs and an annulus as drawn in Figure 2 .3. One of the 2-discs is in (the close 2-disc P )×{0} × {0} and the other in (the close 2-disc P )×{1} × {0}. The annulus is in (∂(the close 2-disc P ))×[0.4, 0.6] × {0}.
Recall that an example of (1,2)-pass-move-triples is drawn in §1. It means the following: Suppose that we know that one of 2-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds, K and J, ⊂ S 4 is K + , and that the other K − . Then we cannot distinguish K + from K − without the information of the orientation how K + and K − intersect B.
On the other hand, in the case of the twist-move on the (4k + 1)-dimensional submanifolds, we can distinguish K + from K − . See Note 5.1.
In [19] we introduce the ribbon-move for closed oriented 2-dimensional submanifolds ⊂ S 4 . The ribbon-move is much connected with the (1,2)-pass-move (see [19, Proposition 4.2] ). If we replace '(1,2)-pass-move' (resp. '(1,2)-pass-move-triple') with 'ribbon-move' (resp. 'ribbon-move-triple') in the theorems of this paper, similar theorems could hold. We draw (a part of a figure of) a ribbon-move-triple in Figure 2 .4-2.6. See [19] for the precise definition.
Review of the
In this section we review the Q[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial for (not necessarily connected) n-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds ⊂ S n+2 (n ≧ 2). In §4 we define the Z[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial for 2-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds ⊂ S 4 . In §6 we define the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial for a kind of (4k + 1)-submanifolds ⊂ S 4k+3 . Of course these invariants are connected each other. It is known that the tubular neighborhood of K is diffeomorphic to K × D 2 (see [14, pages 49 and 50]). Let X = S n+2 − (K × D 2 ). By using the orientation of S n+2 and that of K, we can determine an orientation of ∂D 2 . Take a homomorphism α : H 1 (X; Z) → Z to carry all [∂D 2 ] with the orientations to +1. Take the infinite cyclic covering π : X → X associated with α. X is called the canonical cyclic covering space of K. We can regard
Definition 3.1. According to module theory, it holds that any Q[t,
where we have the following:
]-balanced class of 1, (3) k is the rank of the free part.
Two polynomials, f (t) and g(t), ∈ Q[t, t −1 ] are said to be Q[t, t −1 ]-balanced if there is an integer n and a nonzero rational number r such that f (t) = r · t n · g(t).
Let H p ( X; Q) be as above. Then the Q[t,
In this paper manifolds (resp. submanifolds) include manifolds-with-boundary (resp. submanifolds-with-boundary). A Seifert hypersurface for an n-dimensional oriented closed submanifold K in S n+2 is an (n + 1)-dimensional oriented connected compact submanifold in S n+2 whose boundary is K (n ∈ N). Note that Seifert hypersurfaces exist by obstruction theory (see [14, pages 49 and 50]). Note that there are two cases that K is not connected and that K is connected.
Let V be a Seifert hypersurface for the above n-submanifold K. Let x 1 , ..., x µ be pcycles in V which compose a basis of H p (V ; Z)/Tor. Let y 1 , ..., y ν be (n + 1 − p)-cycles in V which compose a basis of H n+1−p (V ; Z)/Tor. Push y i into the positive (resp. negative) direction of the normal bundle of V . Call it y + i (resp. y 
A (p, n + 1 − p)-negative Seifert matrix for the above submanifold K associated with V represented by an ordered basis, {x 1 , ..., x µ }, and an ordered basis, {y 1 , ..., y ν }, is a matrix N = (n ij ) = (lk(x i , y − j )). We have the following: Let S and N be as above. Then S − N represents the map {H p (V ; Z)/Tor} ×{H n+1−p (V ; Z)/Tor} → Z which is defined by the intersection product. We call t · S − N the (p, n + 1 − p)-Alexander matrix for K associated with V represented by an ordered basis, {x 1 , ..., x µ }, and an ordered basis, {y 1 , ..., y ν }. S and N (resp. S and t · S − N, N and t · S − N) are said to be related if S and N (resp. S and t · S − N, N and t · S − N) are defined by using the same V , the same {x 1 , ..., x µ }, and the same {y 1 , ..., y ν }. We sometimes abbreviate (p, n + 1 − p)-positive Seifert matrix (resp. (p, n + 1 − p)-negative Seifert matrix, (p, n + 1 − p)-Alexander matrix) to p-Seifert matrix (resp. p-negative Seifert matrix, p-Alexander matrix) when it is clear from the context. Proposition 3.2. Let K be an n-dimensional oriented closed submanifold ⊂ S n+2 . Let S p (resp. N p ) be a p-positive (resp. negative) Seifert matrix for K associated with V represented by an ordered basis, {x 1 , ..., x µ }, and an ordered basis, {y 1 , ..., y ν }. Suppose µ = ν.
Suppose that the homomorphism on
Note. Of course µ = ν in general.
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Take the above
Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence: Proposition 3.3. Let N p be a (p, n + 1 − p)-negative Seifert matrix for K associated with V represented by an ordered basis, {x 1 , ..., x µ }, and an ordered basis, {y 1 , ..., y ν }. Let S n+1−p be a (n + 1 − p, p)-positive Seifert matrix for K associated with V represented by an ordered basis, {y 1 , ..., y ν }, and an ordered basis, {x 1 , ..., x µ }. Then we have 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. By the definition of x
+ i and y − i , lk(y i , x + j ) = lk(y − i , x j ). By [15, page 541], lk(y − i , x j ) = (−1) p(n+1−p)+1 lk(x j , y − i ). Note that p(1 − p) is an even number.S = (−1) m · t S. Let K be a (4k + 1)-dimensional spherical knot (k ∈ N ∪ {0}). We regard natu- rally (H 2k+1 (V ; Z)/Tor) ⊗ Z 2 as a subgroup of H 2k+1 (V ; Z 2 ). Then we can take a basis {x 1 , ..., x ν , y 1 , ..., y ν } of (H 2k+1 (V ; Z)/Tor)⊗Z 2 such that x i ·x j = 0, y i ·y j = 0, x i ·y j = δ ij for any pair (i, j), where · denotes the Z 2 -intersection product. The Arf invariant of K is ν i=1 lk(x i , x + i ) · lk(y i , y + i ) mod 2 . Let L = (L 1 , ..., L µ ) be a (4k + 1)-link (k ∈ N ∪ {0}. µ ∈ N − {1}.). We define
Main theorems in the 2-dimensional case
Two polynomials, f (t) and g(t), ∈ Z[t, t −1 ] are said to be Z[t, t −1 ]-balanced if there is an integer n such that f (t) = ±t n · g(t).
is a topological invariant of L.
, where b j is the j-th betti number. (2) Since any Seifert hypersurface is connected by the definition, the Q[t,
Recall the paragraph right before 'Theorem 4.4 cited in §1'.
Then there is a polynomial ∆ ν,K * (t)( * = +, −, 0 and ν = 1, 2) which represents the Z[t, t −1 ]-ν-Alexander polynomial for K * , and we have the identity 
) with the following properties:
Note. Take two arbitrary different polynomials from 4(t − 1), 3(t − 1), 2(t − 1), and t − 1. Then they are not Z[t,
Then we have the following:
(1) There is a basis, {τ 1 , ...τ n }, of H 2 (V ; Z), where n is an nonnegative integer.
(2) There is a set {σ 1 , ..., σ n } ⊂ H 1 (V ; Z) such that {π(σ 1 ), ..., π(σ n )} is a basis of H 1 (V ; Z)/Tor, where π is the natural projection homomorphism
2 )-link and V a Seifert hypersurface for L. Take sets, {σ 1 , ...σ n } and {τ 1 , ..., τ n }, as in Proposition 4.6. We define the pseudo-alinking number of L to be the absolute value of the Seifert pairing of σ 1 and τ 1 .
Let K 1 and K 2 be connected. Take any circle embedded in K i . Give any orientation to the circle. Consider the linking number of the circle and K j (i = j). Make a set of all of the linking number. Then the set is regarded as n · Z for a number n ∈ {0} ∪ N. Note that if n = 0, then the set is {0}. We call this number n the alinking
Is the alinking number of L different from the pseudo-alinking number of L in general?
Note. (1) Note 7.9 is related to Problem 4.10. (2) Proposition 7.10 claims that the alinking number is a 'surface-link cobordism' invariant. How about the pseudo-alinking number?
Then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(1) The alinking number of L is zero.
(2) The pseudo-alinking number of L is zero.
Suppose that there is a Seifert hy-
We say that L is ribbon if there is an immersion f : B ∐ H S 4 with the following properties, where B is a 3-ball and H is a genus one handle body: The self-intersection of f consists of double points and is a disjoint union of 2-discs. Note that f −1 (each disc) is a disjoint union of two 2-discs. One of the two disc is included in the interior of B ∐ H. The intersection of ∂(B ∐ H) and the other disc is the boundary of the other disc.
is a triple of 1-links as in §1 and if K + and K − are 1-knots, then K 0 is always a 2-component 1-link. However the 2-dimensional case we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.14.
, with the following properties:
See Corollary 6.7. In a (4k + 1)-dimesional case we have similar situation to the 1-dimensional case, different from the 2-dimensional case.
Review of twist-moves on high dimensional knots
In the following section ( §6) we have high dimensional analogues of §4. We prove a new local-move-identity for the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial of a kind of (4k + 1)-dimensional closed oriented submanifolds ⊂ S 4k+3 (Theorem 6.3). The local-moveidentity is associated with the twist-move, which is reviewed in this section. We introduce the 'pseudo-twinkling number' as an analogue of the pseudo-alinking number, the alinking number, and the linking number (Definition 6.5). We show a relation between the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial and the pseudo-twinkling number (Theorem 6.7). The pseudo-twinkling number is an analogue of the pseudo-alinking number but a relation between the pseudo-twinkling number and the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial in Corollary 6.8 is different from the relations between the pseudo-alinking number and the Z[t, t −1 ]-Alexander polynomial in §4.
We review twist-moves on high dimensional knots in this section. (Note: In [21] the twist-move is called the XXII-move.) Figure 5 .1, which consists of the three figures (1), (2) and (3), is a diagram of a twist-move-triple. Confirm the following: if p = 0, the twist-move is the crossing change on 1-links and Figure 5 .1 is one drawn in the first paragraph in §1. 
. Let B be a (2p + 3)-ball trivially embedded in S 2p+3 . Suppose that K + coincides with K − (resp. K 0 ) in S 2p+3 − B. Take a single (2p + 2)-dimensional (p + 1)-handle h + (resp. h − ) embedded in B such that (the handle)∩∂B is the attaching part of the handle. Note. [4, 5, 25, 26, 27] etc. imply that the core of h + (resp. h − ) is trivially embedded in B under the above condition.
Suppose that (h + − its attaching part)∩(h − − its attaching part)= φ. Suppose that their attaching parts coincide. Thus we can suppose that we regard h + ∪h − as an oriented (2p + 2)-submanifold ⊂ S 2p+3 if we give the opposite orientation to h − . Then we can define a (p + 1)-Seifert matrix for the (2p + 2)-submanifold h + ∪ h − . We can suppose that the (p + 1)-Seifert matrix of ∂(h + ∪ h − ) associated with h + ∪ h − is a 1 × 1-matrix (1).
Note 5.1. In the case of the twist-move on the (4k + 1)-dimensional submanifolds we can distinguish K + from K − because the Seifert matrix is a 1 × 1-matrix (1) even if we change the orientation of h + ∪ h − . On the other hand, in the (1, 2)-pass-move-triple case we cannot distinguish K + from K − . See Note 2.2.
Note. Suppose that p is an odd natural number, and let p = 2k + 1. The twist-move for (4k + 3)-submanifolds ⊂ S 4k+5 (4k + 3 ∈ N, k ∈ N ∪ {0}) has the following property: Suppose that K + is made into K − by the twist-move. Suppose that K + is PL homeomophic to the standard sphere. Then H * (K − ; Z) is not congruent to H * (K + ; Z) Let K * ( * = +, −) satisfy that K * ∩ IntB = (∂h * − ∂B). Note the following. When we define K + , h + exists in B and h − does not exist in B. When we define K − , h − exists in B and h + does not exist in B.
Then we say that an ordered set (K + , K − , K 0 ) is related by a single twist-move. (K + , K − , K 0 ) is called a twist-move-triple. We say that K − (resp. K + ) is obtained from K + (resp. K − ) by a single negative-twist-move (resp. positive-twist-move) in B.
See Figure 5 .2 for a twist-move-triple of (4k + 1)-knots.
Note. In the twist-move in the (4k + 1)-dimensional case the homotopy type of K 0 is determined if K + is homotopy type equivalent to S 4k+1 by [1, 7] . On the other hand, in the (1, 2)-pass-move-triple case the homotopy type of K 0 is not determined even if K + is diffeomorphic to S 2 . See Note to Theorem 4.4.
Let (K + , K − , K 0 ) be related by a single twist-move in B. Then there is a Seifert hypersurface V * for K * ( * = +, −, 0) with the following properties. The ordered set (V + , V − , V 0 ) is called a twist-move-triple of Seifert hypersurfaces for (K + , K − , K 0 ). We say that V − (resp. V + ) is obtained from V + (resp. V − ) by a single negative-twist-move (resp. positive-twist-move) in B.
See Figure 5 .3 for a twist-move-triple of Seifert hypersurfaces for (4k + 1)-knots.
In [17, 21] we introduced the (p, q)-pass-move, which is a kind of local-moves. we found local-move-identities of the Alexander polynomial associated with the (p, q)-pass-move. We showed other relations between some invariants of knots and the (p, q)-pass-move. In [11] we also proved such new results.
Main theorems in the 4k+1 dimensional case
We can define the 'normalized' Alexander polynomial in a case of the (4k+1)-dimensional case so that it is compatible with a local-move-identity associated with the twist-move (see Definition 6.1 and Theorem 6.3 for detail). On the other hand, in the 2-dimensional case we cannot normalize the Z[t, t −1 ]-Alexander module so that it is compatible with the (1,2)-pass-move-identity (see [21, Proposition 4.3] ).
Definition 6.1. Let k ∈ {0} ∪ N. Let K be a (4k + 1)-dimensional closed oriented subamanifold ⊂ S 4k+3 whose homotopy type is S 4k+1 . Let V be a Seifert hypersurface for K. Let S 2k+1 (V ) be a (2k+1)-Seifert matrix and N 2k+1 (V ) its related (2k+1)-negative Seifert matrix associated with a Seifert hypersurface V for K. Call
whose homotopy type is S 2k+1 × S 2k . Let S 2k+1 (V ) and N 2k+1 (V ) be defined in the same manner as in the previous paragraph. Define the normalized Alexander polynomial∆ K (t) for K to be
) if a 2k-Alexander matrix associated with V induces an injective map on
Note.
(1) Recall that any 2k-Alexander matrix associated with V induces a homomorphism
By the definition of Alexander matrices we have the following: If a 2k-Alexander matrix associated with V induces (resp. does not induce) an injective map, then any (resp. no) 2k-Alexander matrix associated with V induces an injective map.
Theorem 6.2. The normalized Alexander polynomial∆ K (t) does not depend on the choice of V , and hence is a topological invariant.
See Figure 5 .2 for an example of a twist-move-triple of (4k + 1)-knots which satisfy the identity in Theorem 6.3. There, we regard S(V * ), N(V * ), and∆ K * (t) as follows.
S(V
We say that x ∈ H i (X; Z) is order finite (resp. order infinite) if x ∈ TorH i (X; Z) (resp. / ∈ TorH i (X; Z)). Suppose that x ∈ H i (X; Z) is nonzero and order finite. Let p be the minimum number of {n ∈ N|nx = 0}. Then we say that x is order p. We say that x is order zero if x = 0 ∈ H i (X; Z). Definition 6.4. We say that x ∈ H i (X; Z) is divisible if x is order infinite and if there is y ∈ H i (X; Z) such that x = ny for an integer n with the condition |n| > 1. We suppose that x is order infinite when we say that x ∈ H i (X; Z) is divisible (resp. non-divisible). If y ∈ H i (X; Z) is order infinite, there is a non-divisible i-cycle z ∈ H i (X; Z) such that there is an integer m with the condition y = mz (m may be ±1). Call z a non-divisible i-cycle associated with y. Definition 6.5. Let k ∈ {0} ∪ N. Let K be a (4k + 1)-dimensional closed oriented subamanifold ⊂ S 4k+3 whose homotopy type is S 2k × S 2k+1 . Let V be a Seifert hypersurface for K. We define the pseudo-twinkling number of K to be      s(τ, τ ) if there is a non-divisible (2k + 1)-cycle τ ⊂ V such that for any (2k + 1)-cycle α ⊂ V the intersection product τ · α in V is zero, 0 else, where s(α, β) denotes the Seifert paring of (2k + 1)-cycles α and β. Note that if k = 0, the twinkling number is the linking number.
Note. We would define the 'twinkling number' to be s(γ, γ), where γ is a generator of H 2k+1 (S 2k × S 2k+1 ). So we call the above one the pseudo-twinkling number by an analogy of the relation between the alinking number and the pseudo-alinking number although we do not discuss the twinkling number so much in this paper. The author does not know whether the twinkling number and the pseudo-twinkling number are nonequivalent in general. He could prove that if there is a Seifert hypersurface V such that TorH * (V ; Z) ∼ = 0, they are equivalent. Note 8.13 is related to this question. He thinks that we have results which are analogues of Theorem 4.12 and Corollary 4.13. He could prove that the pseudo-twinkling number is 'submanifold-cobordism' invariant, where submanifold-cobordism is defined in a similar fashion to that of knot cobordism by using (the submanifold)×[0, 1]. (See the definition right before Proposition 7.10 for an example of submanifold-cobordism.) He does not think that the twinkling number is 'submanifold-cobordism' invariant. Proposition 6.6. The pseudo-twinkling number of K does not depend on the choice of V and that of τ , and hence is a topological invariant. Theorem 6.7. Let K be a (4k + 1)-dimensional closed oriented subamanifold ⊂ S 4k+3 whose homotopy type is S 2k × S 2k+1 . Let∆ K (t) be the normalized Alexander polynomial of K. Then the pseudo-twinkling number of K iŝ
Proposition 6.6 and Theorem 6.7 imply the following.
Corollary 6.8. Let K + be a (4k + 1)-knot ⊂ S 4k+3 . Let (K + , K − , K 0 ) be a twist-movetriple. Then the pseudo-twinkling number of K 0 iŝ Other results in [11, 21] written in the Q[t, t −1 ]-term could be generalized into Z[t, t −1 ]-term in some fashion without difficulty although we must take care of [11, §10] .
Proof of results in §4
Definition 7.1. Let X be an x-dimensional submanifold of an m-dimesional manifold M (x, m ∈ N, x < m). Suppose that we can embed X × [0, 1] in M so that X × {0} = X. Suppose that an (x + 1)-dimensional handle h p is embedded in M and is attached to
Note that there are two cases, ∂X = φ and ∂X = φ. Then we say that X ′ is obtained from X by the surgery by using the embedded handle h p . We do not say that we use X × [0, 1] if there is no danger of confusion. Note. Of course we can define 'embedded surgery' even if we cannot embed X × [0, 1] in M. However we do not need the case in this paper. 
such that U * +1 is obtained from U * (2 ≤ * + 1 ≤ u) by a surgery by using an embedded 4-dimensional handle. If some of U ♮ are not connected, use 4-dimensional 1-handles and then we can suppose that all U ♮ are connected, that is, all U ♮ are Seifert hypersurfaces for L.
Therefore it suffices to prove the following case: V ′ is obtained from V by a surgery by using an embedded 4-dimensional i-handle h i (i = 1, 2, 3). Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 imply Theorem 4.1. Proof of Lemma 7.2.
, an Alexander matrix A(t) for V is related to an Alexander matrix A ′ (t) for V ′ as follows.
where A(t) is an n × n-matrix and
where A ′ (t) is an n × n-matrix and A(t) is an (n − 1) We divide these two cases into four cases.
Lemmas 7.4, 7.6, 7.7, and 7.8 imply Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 7.4. Lemma 7.3 holds in the (1-1) case.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. Proposition 7.5 implies that the (1-1) case does not occur.
Proof of Proposition 7.5. Proof of Lemma 7.6. Replace V with V ′ , h 2 withh 2 , and C with C ′ . Therefore the (1-2) case is true if the (2) case is true. Note that the (2) case consists of the (2-1) case and the (2-2) case.
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.6.
Lemma 7.7. Lemma 7.3 holds in the (2-1) case.
Proof of Lemma 7.7. We can suppose the following: There are a positive p-Seifert matrix S p (V ) and its related negative p-Seifert matrix N p (V ) (p = 1, 2) associated with V such that a square matrix t · S p (V ) − N p (V ) has a row all of whose elements are zero as follows: (2) and (3) to Theorem 4.1, it holds that
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.7.
Lemma 7.8. Lemma 7.3 holds in the (2-2) case.
Proof of Lemma 7.8.
Consider the exact sequence by a pair ((V ×[0, 1])∪h
2 , V ), where we regard V as V ×{0}:
and the exact sequence by a pair ((
By the existence of F , [C ′ ] ∈ H 2k (V ′ ; Z) is order finite. Let ξ 1 ∈ H 1 (V ; Z) be a non-divisible 1-cycle associated with [C]. Let η 1 ∈ H 2 (V ; Z) be a non-divisible 2-cycle associated with [F ] . We can suppose the following: (1) There is a set {ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ..., ξ n } ⊂ H 1 (V ; Z), where n ∈ N∪{0}. A set {π(ξ 1 ), π(ξ 2 ), ..., π(ξ n )} is a basis of H 1 (V ; Z)/Tor, where π is the natural epimorphism
There is a basis {η 1 , η 2 , ..., η n } of H 2 (V ; Z). (4) We can regard {η 2 , ..., η n } as a basis of H 2 (V ; Z). (5) Since H * (∂V ; Z) is torsion free, the intersection product
Hence we have the following: An Alexander matrix A(t) for V is associated with {ξ 1 , ..., ξ n } and {η 1 , ..., η n }. An Alexander matrix A ′ (t) for V ′ is associated with {ξ 2 , ..., ξ n } and {η 2 , ..., η n }. A(t) is an n × n-matrix. A ′ (t) is an (n − 1) × (n − 1)-matrix. Seifert pairings s(ξ * , η # ) (2 ≤ * and 2 ≤ #) are not changed when we attach the 4-dimensional 2-handle h 2 to V .
. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.8. This completes the proof of Lemma 7.3. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Note.
It is important that we can suppose that
See the example in [11, §10] .
Proof of Theorem 4.4. In [21, Proof of Theorem 4.1] we proved that there is a ν-
This fact and Theorem 4.1 imply Theorem 4.4.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Consider the following exact sequence by a pair (V, ∂V ) (Note that ∂V = S 2 ∐ T 2 . Here, S 2 denotes K 1 and T 2 K 2 .):
We can take sets, {σ 1 , ...σ n } and {τ 1 , ..., τ n }, to satisfy the conditions (1)- (3) in Proposition 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Take sets, {σ 1 , ...σ n } and {τ 1 , ..., τ n }, as in Proposition 4.6. Then the 1-Alexander matrix A(t) associated with the ordered sets, {σ 1 , ...σ n } and {τ 1 , ..., τ n }, is written as follows:
where we have the following: a ij = s(σ i , τ j ). X(1) = δ ij . |a 11 | is the pseudo-alinking number. Hence
is |a 11 |, and hence is the pseudo-alinking number.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Theorem 4.8 implies that (2) ⇔ (3).
We prove that (1) ⇔ (2). By the exact sequence in Proof of Proposition 4.6, we have
where T is the torsion part. Note that ρ :
is not an isomorphism in general. See Note 7.9. There is a nonzero element α ∈ H 1 (S 2 ∐ T 2 ; Z) such that ι(α) is order finite, where ι is the homomorphism in the exact sequence in Proof of Proposition 4.6. Note that α is represented by an embedded circle ⊂ T 2 , and let the circle also be called α. Let β be an embedded circle in T 2 such that α intersects β transversely at one point. The 1-cycle which represented by β is also called β.
We prove ι(β) is order infinite in V . Reason: Suppose that ι(β) is order finite. Let P (resp. Q) be a 2-cycle ⊂ V whose boundary is α (resp. β). We can suppose that P intersects Q transversely. Take ∂(P ∩ Q). It is a boundary of a 1-cycle P ∩ Q and hence it is zero ∈ H 0 (T 2 ). However it is one point by the definition of β hence it is not zero ∈ H 0 (T 2 ). We arrived at a contradiction. Take {σ 1 , ...σ n } and {τ 1 , ..., τ n } as in Proposition 4.6. Since β ∈ H 1 (S 2 ∐ T 2 ; Z), ι(β) · τ * = 0 for all * . Hence σ 1 is a non-divisible 1-cycle associated with ι(β). Hence ι(β) = k · σ 1 for a nonzero integer k.
Since
Suppose that the alinking number of L is zero. Hence lk(β, τ 1 ) = 0. Hence the pseudoalinking number |lk(σ 1 , τ 1 )| is zero.
Suppose that the pseudo-alinking number |lk(σ 1 , τ 1 )| is zero. Hence lk(β, τ 1 ) = 0. We can use {α, β} as a basis of H 1 (T 2 ; Z). Since ι(α) is order finite in V , lk(α, τ 1 ) = 0. Hence lk(l · α + m · β, τ 1 ) = 0 for any pair of integers (l, m). Hence the alinking number of L is zero.
Hence (1) ⇔ (2). This completes of the proof of Theorem 4.11.
Note 7.9. If we define V as in (1), ι : H 1 (∂V ; Z) → H 1 (V ; Z) has the property in (2).
(1) Let f :
We have what is written in the fifth line of Proof of Theorem 4.11.
Let F and G be oriented closed connected surface ⊂ S
4 [24, §2] proved that if two surface-links are surface-link-cobordant and the alinking number of one of the two is zero, then the alinking number of the other is zero. We generalize it and prove the following:
Suppose that L and L ′ are surface-link-cobordant. Then we have the following:
Proof of Proposition 7.10. Take a compact oriented 4-manifold
Proof of Theorem 4.12. In Proof of Theorem 4.11, since H 1 (V, ∂V ; Z) has a nontrivial torsion in general, σ 1 is ι(β) or a non-divisible 1-cycle associated with ι(β). That is, k in Proof of Theorem 4.11 is not ±1 in general. Now, since H 1 (V, ∂V ; Z) is torsion-free, Proof of Theorem 4.14. There is a (1,2)-pass-move-triple (L + , L − , L 0 ) with the following properties (see Figure 7 .
, where ♯ denotes the connected-sum. Note that it has a handle decomposition
, where ♮ denotes the boundary-connected-sum. Note that it has a handle decomposition (a 3-dimensional 0-handle)∪(a 3-dimensional 1-handle)∪(a 3-dimensional 2-handle).
There is a (1,2)-pass-move-triple (L 
Note that it has a handle decomposition (a 3-dimensional 0-handle)∪(a 3-dimensional 1-handle)∪(a 3-dimensional 2-handle) and that it is not diffeomorphic to ( 
Let V ′ be a Seifert hypersurface for K. Let S 2k+1 (V ′ ) be a positive (2k + 1)-Seifert matrix for K and N 2k+1 (V ′ ) its related negative Seifert matrix. Let∆
Since V (resp. V ′ ) is (4k + 2)-dimensional and ∂V (resp. (resp. ∂V ′ )) is PL homeomorphic to the standard sphere, rankH 2k+1 (V ; Z) (resp. rankH 2k+1 (V ′ ; Z)) is even. Therefore there is an integer n such that∆ 
By this fact and the above identity ( * ), we have∆ 
The case (2) is divided into two cases:
There is a (2k + 1)-cycle α such that the intersection product [C] · α is nonzero. 
, where we regard V as V × {0}:
By the existence of the (2k
is order finite. Let ξ ∈ H 2k+1 (V ; Z) be a non-divisible element associated with [C] . Since H 2k (∂V ; Z) is torsion-free and the intersection product ξ·α = 0, there is a (2k+1)-cycle η ∈ H 2k+1 (V ; Z) such that η · ξ = 1. We can suppose that η is a non-divisible element associated with α. Therefore we have the following: A(t) (resp. A ′ (t)) is det(t
) an (2k + 1)-Alexander matrix associated with V (resp. V ′ ). We have Proof of Proposition 6.6. In the same manner as written in the first part of Proof of Theorem 4.1 it suffices to prove the following case: V and V ′ are Seifert hypersurfaces for K. V ′ is obtained from V by a surgery by using an embedded (4k + 3)-dimensional i-handle h i (1 ≦ i ≦ 4k + 2). The pseudo-twinkling number may change only if i = 2k + 1, 2k + 2.
The dual handle of h 2k+2 is a (4k + 3)-dimensional (2k + 1)-handle. Therefore it suffices to prove the following two cases under the condition i = 2k + 2.
(1) There is a non-divisible (2k + 1)-cycle τ ⊂ V such that for any (2k + 1)-cycle α ⊂ V the intersection product τ · α in V is zero (2) There is not such a cycle as in (1) .
By Poincaré duality and Mayor-Vietoris exact sequence, τ is a non-divisible cycle in V associated with * × S 2k+1 in K = ∂V . The above two cases (1) and (2) are divide into four cases. Proof of Lemma 8.8. By Definition 6.5 the pseudo-twinkling number defined by using V (resp. V ′ ) is zero.
Lemma 8.9. Proposition 6.6 holds in the case (2-1).
Proof of Lemma 8.9. When we obtain V ′ from V by using h 2k+2 , there does not appear τ ′ in V ′ as in Definition 6.1. The case (2-1) does not occur. Proof of Lemma 8.12. The pseudo-twinkling number defined by using V is s(τ, τ ). Let C be the core of the attaching part of h 2k+2 . There are two cases.
(i) τ is a non-divisible cycle in V associated with C .
(ii) Else. In the case (i), V and V ′ satisfy (1-2) not (1-1). The cases (ii) follows from Theorem 6.7 and its proof as written below because its proof does not depend of the choice of V .
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.12. This completes the proof of Proposition 6.6.
Proof of Theorem 6.7. Let V be a Seifert hypersurface for K.
In the case (2) of Proof of Proposition 6.6. By Claim 8.10 the pseudo-twinkling number is zero. In this case no 2k-Alexander matrix associated with V induces an injective map. By Definition 6.1 the normalized Alexander polynomial is zero. Hence Theorem 6.7 holds in this case.
In the case (1) of Proof of Proposition 6.6. Let {α 1 , ..., α ν } be a basis of H 2k+1 (V ; Z)/Tor. We can suppose that α 1 = τ . Then t (1) Take S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 . Let f be an embedding map S 2k+1 ֒→ S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 . Let f (S 2k+1 ) ⊂ S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 . Suppose that the induced map f * : H 2k+1 (S 2k+1 ; Z) → H 2k+1 (S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 ; Z) is Z → Z ⊕ Z with 1 → (n, 0), where |n| > 1. Here, we fix a generator of H 2k+1 (S 2k+1 ; Z) and that of H 2k+1 (S 2k+1 ×S 2k+1 ; Z). Let V be (S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 ) − IntN(f (S 2k+1 )), where N(f (S 2k+1 )) is the tubular neighborhood of f (S 2k+1 ) in S 2k+1 × S 2k+1 .
(2) Let g be a generator of H 2k+1 (∂V ; Z) ∼ = Z. Then ρ(g) is a divisible cycle ∈ H 2k+1 (V ; Z).
